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 Abstract

In vehicular safety service, every vehicle broadcasts Basic Safety Message (BSM) periodically to inform

neighbor vehicles of host vehicle information. However, this can cause network congestion in a region that is

crowded with vehicles resulting in a reduction in the message delivery ratio and an increase in the end-to-end

delay. Therefore, it could destabilize the vehicular safety service system. In this paper, in order to improve the

congestion control and to consider the hidden node problem, we propose a congestion control scheme using

entire network congestion level estimation combined with transmission power control, data rate control and time

slot based transmission control algorithm. The performance of this scheme is evaluated using a Qualnet

network simulator. The simulation result shows that our scheme mitigates network congestion in heavy traffic

cases and enhances network capacity in light traffic cases, so that packet error rate is perfectly within 10%

and entire network load level is maintained within 60~70%. Thus, it can be concluded that the proposed

congestion control scheme has quite good performance.
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I. Introduction

In recent years, research for the vehicular

safety services using IEEE 802.11p inter-vehicle

wireless communication technologies (cooperative

collision avoidance, forward collision warning,

and lane change assistance) has been actively

carried out globally. By monitoring the driving

situation in real time via the short-range

inter-vehicle wireless communication, vehicular

safety services induce safe operation of vehicles

and improve the situation of traffic jam [14].

The goal of vehicular services is to provide

drivers with more comfortable and safer driving

environment [1]. For vehicular safety service,

every vehicle broadcasts Basic Safety Message

(BSM) periodically to inform neighbor vehicles

of host vehicle information including position

vector, speed and direction of the vehicle so

that drivers can detect a dangerous situation

and response quickly. The Vehicle Safety
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Communications (VSC) consortium suggests

that periodic one-hop broadcasts require, for

example, with forward collision warning, a

frequency of 10 BSMs per second, with a

maximum latency of 100msec and a minimum

range of 150 meters [2]. In particular, the

transfer of BSM in the dense area of vehicles,

such as highway intersections, causes excessive

traffic which results in network congestion.

Thus, the packet error rate (PER) and

transmission delay are increased [3]. Various

studies have been actively promoted in order to

provide reliable communication between vehicles

in congestion situations. After measuring the

congestion level of a single-hop, some

congestion control schemes [4, 5] alleviate

congestion by using a transmission power

control algorithm. In addition to measuring the

congestion level of single-hop, some schemes

[5, 6, 7] propose adjustment of the message

generation rate based on the congestion level.

However, such schemes in a number of studies

cannot perfectly solve the network congestion

problem in ad hoc networks.

In this context, this paper proposes the

congestion control scheme, and we estimate the

entire network congestion level by measuring

the single-hop channel load and considering the

hidden node problem. In addition, for reducing

the PER, we introduce transmission probability

control, time-slot based transmission control,

and transmission power and data rate control

algorithms. Our scheme succeeds in maintaining

the entire network congestion level as the

constant level. The remainder of the paper is

organized as follows. In Section II, a proposed

congestion control scheme is described in detail.

Section III presents the simulation results of an

entire network congestion estimation scheme.

The conclusion of this paper is described in

Section IV.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Recent studies on congestion control can be

categorized as follows: (i) monitoring and

detecting network congestion; (ii) exchanging

network status information; (iii) according to

the network status, transmit power and

message generation rate are adjusted. In this

paper, we propose a congestion control scheme

that evaluates the entire network congestion

level by exchanging the channel load and

considering a PER. It then substantially

mitigates the network congestion level below

the range of our goal (i.e., a packet error rate

of 10% and a channel busy ratio of 60–70%).

2.1 Scheme for mitigating an entire network

congestion level

We try to mitigate the hidden node problem

which is difficult to solve in VANETs

(Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks). The hidden node

problem in VANETs is shown in Fig. 1.

The dotted color lines in Fig. 1 represent the

communication range of the vehicle corresponding

to that color. It is likely that the node at the far

edge of vehicle C's communication range, which

is known as vehicle A, can sense Vehicle C, but

it is unlikely that the vehicle A can sense a

vehicle D on the opposite end of Vehicle C's

communication range. These nodes are known as

hidden. When vehicles A and D start to send

packets simultaneously to vehicle C, vehicle A

and D are out of range each other and cannot

detect a collision while transmitting. In order to

consider this hidden node problem, it is

necessary for nodes to have 2-hop channel load

information (e.g., the channel busy ration) instead

of a 1-hop. We assume that this 2-hop network

congestion level represents the entire network

congestion level. For estimating 2-hop network

congestion levels, every vehicle exchanges its

channel busy ratio (CBR) with each other,

similar to a dissemination of CBR values among
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the vehicles for the DCC (Decentralized

congestion control) in the European

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)

[8]. By exchanging CBR, our algorithm estimates

entire network congestion level. In the following,

we describe the concept of estimating an entire

network congestion level based on information

sharing through dissemination of CBR values

among vehicles.

Fig. 1. Scheme of estimating an entire network status

The local value of CBR is a measure of how

frequently the MAC considers the channel is

occupied and unavailable for its use. As shown

in equation 1, it is calculated as the fraction of

time, with respect to a given time duration

T(e.g.,a100msecBSMintervaltime),duringwhichthe

radiodeclaresthechannelbusy[9].

,dtsy_time(t)channel_bu
T

CBR
T

LOCAL ò´=
0

1100  (1)

where channel_busy_time(t) can be computed

by a vehicle using clear channel assessment

(CCA) reports from the physical layer to MAC

layer in 802.11p[10].

As shown in Fig. 1, to estimate entire network

congestion level, firstly, the host vehicle (HV)

receives packets including the CBRLOCAL 

disseminated in a single-hop communication

range of remote vehicles (RVs). As a next

step, HV has to find out the highest received

value of the disseminated local CBRs, known

as CBR1-HOP inequation 2. The HV broadcasts

the1-hop CBR. The HV also has to find out

the highest received value of 1-hop CBRs

broadcasted by RVs, which is known as the

CBR2-HOP in equation 3. The HV does not

broadcast this 2-hop CBR. Finally, The HV

calculates the maximum of the CBRLOCAL,

CBR1-HOP and CBR2-HOP as shown in equation

4. Therefore, in addition to considering the

hidden node problem with a 2-hop channel load,

the maximum value is reflected as an entire

network congestion level and activated at every

trigge rinterval. Let this value be the

CBRGLOBAL. Finally, the global CBR is

calculated at 100 msec periodic intervals.

{ },,CBR,,CBRCBR
CBR

LOCAL(n))LOCAL()LOCAL(

HOP

×××=
-

21

1

max   (2)

where CBRLOCAL(n) is the remote CBRLOCAL

received from the neighbor node n.

{ },,CBR,,CBRCBR
CBR

HOP(n))HOP()HOP(

HOP

---

-

×××= 12111

2

max  (3)

where CBR1-HOP(n) is the remote CBR1-HOP

received from the neighbor node n.

{ },(i)(i),CBR),CBR(iCBR
(i)CBR

HOPHOPLOCAL(

GLOBAL

---= 211max  (4)

where CBR(i) is calculated after the ith trigger

interval.

Now, we propose a transmission power and

data rate control algorithm based on the global

CBR and PER. The aim is to maintain an

entire network load as constant level and

maintain PER below 10% as specified in [11].

As shown in Fig. 2, when the estimated global

CBR is smaller than a certain threshold (in our

algorithm it is 60% as the lower bound

CBRth_min for under loaded traffic), HV

increases the transmission power level and

decreases data rate in order to enhance the

communication range and reliability. Usually, an

increase in transmission power leads to

enlargement of the transmission range.

Furthermore, the lower data rate provides much

better reliability than the higher one because of

relation between BER(BitErrorRate) and SNR

(SignaltoNoiseRatio). Accordingly, the

communication range may be enlarged to the

threshold reliably. On the other hand, when the

estimated global CBR is higher than a certain
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threshold (in our algorithm it is 70% as the

upper bound CBRth_max for highly loaded

traffic), HV decreases the transmission power

level (reducing the transmission range) and

increases the data rate to enhance the channel

capacity. Additionally, when the PER is higher

than a certain threshold (in our algorithm it is

10% as PERth), HV decreases transmit power

level and increases data rate. By doing so, the

goal of keeping PER below 10% is satisfied.

As a result, the proposed scheme allows us to

keep an entire network load in the range of

60-70% and PER below 10%.

Fig. 2 .The scheme estimating global CBR combined

with transmission power control and data rate control

2.2 Time slot based transmission scheme

In congested regions, each vehicle can be 

aware of its neighbors with few BSMs due to 

slowly moving vehicles. However, a 10 Hz 

BSM rate can lead to significantly a saturated 

communication channel, and hence a vehicle 

has no need to transmit these BSMs 

frequently. Therefore, we need to reduce the 

BSM rate for reliable communication in 

congested areas. Therefore, we calculate 

Savg, which is the average of HV and RVs’ 

speed. By setting the Savg to a transmission 

probability value, we can adjust a BSM rate. 

For instance, in case that the average speed 

is over 100km/h, the transmission probability 

value is set to 1, which indicates that the HV 

transmits 10 BSMs per second. Furthermore, 

if the average speed is below 30km/h, 

transmission probability value is set to 0.3, 

indicating that 3 BSMs are transmitted 

probabilistically by HV in 1 second. If the 

average speed is in 30~100km/h, transmission 

probability value is set to Savg linearly. 

However, when the absolute value of 

acceleration or deceleration is over 0.2g (this 

g is the acceleration of gravity), the BSM 

transmission should be made without any 

waiting time because this is an emergency. 

Thus, in heavy traffic areas, transmission 

time interval can be approximately 300msec, 

but not always.

Moreover, the synchronization among VANET

nodes relies heavily on the common global

clock provided by a global navigation satellite

system (GNSS). Additionally, transmission time

interval is a constant (e.g., 100ms). Therefore,

if the constant time interval is defined as the

virtual time frame, every vehicle will have its

own time frame synchronized independently to

the common global clock. The virtual time

frame is a finite set of time slots composed of

small constant duration (e.g., 5ms), which

includes the necessary transmission time for

the contention, processing, and transmission

latencies. It is set to the normalized lower

bound of an average one-hop delay [12]. One

time slot is occupied for transmission or

receiving. When HV receives packets from RV,

the receiving time is matched within the time

slot of its virtual time frame. Thus, this time

slot with its own virtual time frame cannot be

used for sending a packet and another time slot

should be used and reserved for next

transmission time. However, if one time slot is
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used for either transmitting or receiving, every

time slot would be occupied by others and

cannot be used with communications in heavy

network congestion. For this reason, we

propose an admissible number of nodes in one

time slot in order to enhance the capacity of

the time slot. The number is set to a small

value (in our algorithm it is set to 3, which is

our experimental data at fixed 3Mbps data

rate). Even though there are occupied time

slots, if the reception count is less than the

admission number, the time slot is determined

to be unoccupied and HV selects the time slot

of the smallest reception count for the

transmission. Hence, it is possible to

decentralize a packet collision within bounds of

the slot duration. In the following, we describe

the proposed algorithm.

As shown in Fig. 3, first, the nodes compute

the average speed and transmission probability.

Second, when an event is triggered for BSM

transfer, the nodes check the time slot status

of its virtual time frame to see whether there

is any reserved time slot second. If there is a

reserved time slot, the node generates a BSM

and sends it to the MAC layer on the timing

of a reserved time slot. Otherwise, the node

reserves one of the available time slot and uses

it for its next transmission. If there is no

available time slot, the node reserves one of

other time slots occupied by others within the

limit of the admissible number of nodes in one

time slot. If there is no reserved time slot, the

node will wait for the time duration of a

random back-off and checks again the time slot

status of its virtual time frame to get an

available time slot. If a node is not assigned a

time slot to transfer a BSM after the max

message interval (in our algorithm it is set to

500msec), it transfers the BSM without any

waiting time.

Fig. 3.The transmission control scheme based on the

time slot and transmission probability value

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present the performance

evaluation of the proposed congestion control

scheme. Analysis and evaluation are performed

with a Qualnet network simulator. The

simulations are performed over 32 times by

changing the random seed.

3.1 Simulation Setup

We describe parameter values for evaluating

performance of the congestion control scheme

as below. Basically, PHY layer uses a 5.9GHz

frequency band and 10MHz bandwidth in

accordance with IEEE 802.11p standard. Also,

transmission power ranges from 3.0 to 15.0

dBm, BSM size of 400 bytes and 3, 6 and

12Mbps data rate are used in our simulation.

Additionally, in order to perform the simulation

in reliable communication environment, the two

ray ground path loss model is used.

3.2 Simulation Scenarios

Simulations are performed in intersection

scenario. Every node has mobility generated by

SUMO traffic simulator [13]. The scenario is

described with 470 vehicles, a rectangular

intersection of four streets 250 m in length each,
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from 4 lanes to 6 lanes at an intersection area,

6 vehicles per 100 m, and lane driving at an

average speed below 60 km/h.

3.3 Performance Metrics

In order to evaluate the proposed congestion

control scheme, we should pay attention to how

efficient the algorithm is to mitigate congestion.

For this purpose, we used global CBR, packet

error rate, channel access delay and max

distance between HV and neighbors as

performance metrics.

3.4 Simulation Results

For better understanding of the performance of

the proposed congestion control scheme, the

scenario that is applied with fixed transmission

power and data rate (7.0 dBm and 3Mbps in

our simulation) was compared to the scenario

which is applied with our proposed scheme.

 

          (a) Global Channel Busy Ratio

(b) Packet Error Rate

         (c) Channel Access Delay

         (d) Max distance

Fig. 4. Simulation results

 

As shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), in case where

there are no controls applied, there is a part

where CBR is measured over 70%, and

measured PER appears near 40%. When we

apply the power and data rate control without

the time slot based transmission control for

mitigating congestion, CBR was reduced

significantly but no change was shown at PER

and, moreover, some parts have risen inversely.

Such high PER levels due to a packet collision

significantly impair a vehicle’s awareness of its

neighbors. However, when measured CBR is

below 60-70%, the proposed scheme (the

combination with the power control, data rate

control and time slot based transmission

control) pushes it higher, and vice versa. In

addition, measured PER was controlled to below

10% by our congestion control scheme. In Fig.

4 (c), which shows the variation of channel

access delay, our scheme performs well to

remain lower than the non-control, as well as

the power and data rate control. Additionally,
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as congestion is controlled, BSMs from farther

neighbors can be received as shown Fig. 4 (d).

That allowed HV to perceive speed and

movement of far located vehicles and enabled it

to prevent emergency situations such as a

collision. Consequently, our scheme mitigates

network congestion in heavy traffic cases and

enhances network capacity in light traffic cases.

As well, nodes with the control can be aware

of neighbors in larger area than non-control.

The cause of this is considered that not only

packet collisions are reduced by decentralizing

the message trigger time in the time slot based

transmission control, but also estimating an

entire network load as global CBR has

mitigated the hidden node problem. Thus, it can

be concluded that the proposed congestion

control scheme has a quite good performance.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a congestion control

scheme to mitigate network congestion for

disseminating Basic Safety Message which is

critical for vehicular safety services. In the

proposed scheme, we have used ‘sharing CBR’

field which is included in WSMP header to

reflect network congestion degree so that HV

can estimate entire network congestion level.

Our scheme controls transmission power and

data rate to maintain global CBR at a certain

threshold range. In addition, time slot based

transmission scheme uses wireless channel

much more effectively without any exchange of

information. Also, after analyzing our scheme

with a Qualnet simulator, we can conclude that

the combination of control algorithms

(transmission power control, data rate control

and time slot based transmission control) is

useful for maintaining PER below 10% and

mitigating network congestion.
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